Ken Thompson recently communicated some results mined from his set of 64 6-man endgame tables. These list some positions of interest, namely, mutual zugzwangs and those of maximum depth. The results have been analysed by the authors and found to be identical or compatible with the available or published findings of Karrer, Nalimov, Stiller and Wirth.
INTRODUCTION
Thompson has recently created 64 pawnless 6-man endgame tables (EGTs) of btm positions, computed as usual to the Depth to Conversion (DTC) metric and published on the web (Thompson, 2000) . Exceptionally, he also computed a KRNKNN EGT to Depth to Mate (DTM) which holds the record for the deepest available EGT.
Each EGT was mined for its list of maximal depth and mutual zugzwang 3 positions; these results were generously communicated to the authors to be analysed further. The second author's manual efforts were duplicated and completed by the first author's programs which also referred to Nalimov's EGTs. Table 1 lists known data for the endgames and Bishop-signature sub-endgames 4 (indicated by a b):
• notation: o -obtrusive force 5 , s -also computed by Stiller (1991 Stiller ( , 1996 , n -Nalimov EGT available,
• the maxDTC figure and the number of distinct maxDTC positions, wtm and/or btm, and • the number of distinct mzugs, the maxDTC of an mzug, and the number at maxDTC
As is customary, the table is based on a set of positions which exclude only those illegal positions with the side not to move in check. Some unreachable positions remain: any affected data can be decremented to correspond to purely legal positions. Where a set of btm positions has not been identified, upper-bounds, anticipating possible duplicates, for the number at maxDTC have been derived from provided distribution data. The maximal and mzug data, including complete sets of positions for each endgame, is available on the web's evolving endgame site (Tamplin, 2001) 
